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Biomechanical Properties of
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Postmortem Under Compression
Loads
Accurate knowledge of biomechanical characteristics of tissues is essential for develop-
ing realistic computer-based surgical simulators incorporating haptic feedback, as well
as for the design of surgical robots and tools. As simulation technologies continue to be
capable of modeling more complex behavior, an in vivo tissue property database is
needed. Most past and current biomechanical research is focused on soft and hard ana-
tomical structures that are subject to physiological loading, testing the organs in situ.
Internal organs are different in that respect since they are not subject to extensive loads
as part of their regular physiological function. However, during surgery, a different set of
loading conditions are imposed on these organs as a result of the interaction with the
surgical tools. Following previous research studying the kinematics and dynamics of
tool/tissue interaction in real surgical procedures, the focus of the current study was to
obtain the structural biomechanical properties (engineering stress-strain and stress re-
laxation) of seven abdominal organs, including bladder, gallbladder, large and small
intestines, liver, spleen, and stomach, using a porcine animal model. The organs were
tested in vivo, in situ, and ex corpus (the latter two conditions being postmortem) under
cyclical and step strain compressions using a motorized endoscopic grasper and a
universal-testing machine. The tissues were tested with the same loading conditions com-
monly applied by surgeons during minimally invasive surgical procedures. Phenomeno-
logical models were developed for the various organs, testing conditions, and experimen-
tal devices. A property database—unique to the literature—has been created that
contains the average elastic and relaxation model parameters measured for these tissues
in vivo and postmortem. The results quantitatively indicate the significant differences
between tissue properties measured in vivo and postmortem. A quantitative understand-
ing of how the unconditioned tissue properties and model parameters are influenced by
time postmortem and loading condition has been obtained. The results provide the ma-
terial property foundations for developing science-based haptic surgical simulators, as
well as surgical tools for manual and robotic systems. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2898712�

Keywords: soft tissue, biomechanics, internal organs, surgical robotics, surgical

simulation, haptics, surgical tools
Introduction

New technologies such as surgical robotics �1� and surgical
imulators have fundamentally changed the practice of surgery in
eneral and minimally invasive �laparoscopic� techniques, in par-
icular. To date, there have been little biomechanical data available
f soft tissue in vivo, and current simulators and robots have
argely been designed to accomplish acceptable handling charac-
eristics, as determined by subjective criteria.

Accurate models of clinically relevant tissues will allow predic-
ion of manipulation forces and torques as well as potential dam-
ge to tissue as it is exposed to stresses applied by surgical tools.

Surgical training has been affected by many factors such as
tatutory limitation of work hours, patient safety concerns, and
rowing regulatory needs for credentialing of surgical trainees.
ormal curriculum development with specific milestones and sig-
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nificant improvement in computer-based surgical simulation as a
training tool have also augmented the surgical armamentarium.
However, initial simulation efforts did not focus on the accuracy
with which they render deformation, forces, and displacements of
the tissues, and few provided any haptic feedback. As the next
generation of simulators is developed, biomechanical data are es-
sential for making this feedback accurate. The consequences of
inaccurate tissue deformation modeling on clinical performance
after simulation training have not been formally studied, but it is
reasonable to assume that students accustomed to inaccurate
forces or displacements from simulation training might put the
patient at greater risk of tissue injury when applying their skills in
the actual operating room. With few exceptions, most of the ex-
isting literature on the biomechanics of internal organ tissue
comes from measurements taken from nonliving tissue. Physi-
ologic changes in living tissue influence the mechanical properties
of soft tissues. For example, the response of tissue to cyclic load-
ing, due in part to the effect of fluid within the tissue, is stabilized
after several similar loading cycles—a phenomenon known as
conditioning �2�. Most experimental protocols used in other stud-

ies include tissue preconditioning in which tissue samples are ex-
posed to 10–20 loading cycles before the measurements are re-
corded. This process runs counter to the normal conditions found
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n surgery since surgeons do not typically “precondition” tissues
efore manipulating them. As a result, the tissues’ biomechanical
esponse to the first loading cycle has not been widely reported.
he following paragraphs present a brief survey of the soft tissue

esting literature.
Following the classic work on rabbit mesentery in uniaxial ten-

ion �3�, in vitro tests of esophagus, stomach, small and large
ntestines, liver, and gallbladder under tension loads and failure
evels of both animal and human cadaveric tissues were reported
4–6�. Several studies describe testing abdominal organs in rela-
ion to blunt impact injury, especially in the context of automobile
ccidents �for review, see Refs. �7,8,18,46��. More detailed mea-
urements of specific organs included shear measurements of liver
9–11�, and distension of intestine �relation between pressure and
olume� �12,13�. In the context of laparoscopic surgery, the
niaxial force as well as displacements required to puncture pig
nd sheep liver and spleen with a scalpel were reported �14–16�.
lastic and stress-relaxation properties of porcine liver, spleen,
nd kidney were studied in vitro by compression loading of
ectangular-shaped samples �17�; however, the nature of the
tudies—single-point displacement of small fragments of tissue—
imits the application to clinical conditions. In an effort to improve
he physiological accuracy of ex corpus testing, some studies have
erfused the excised organs �spleen �16�, kidney, and liver �18��.
n vivo skin biomechanical measurements have been obtained in
esearch on prosthetics �19–21�, using techniques that may be
pplicable to internal organs.

Several experimental devices have been specifically developed
or acquiring biomechanical properties of soft tissues in vivo and
n vitro under various loading conditions: tissue elongation �22�,
ndentation �TeMpEST 1-D device �23� and another handheld de-
ice �15��, puncture forces �instrumented needle� �22�, rotary
hear �ROSA-2� �24�, tissue grasping �instrumented grasper�
25,26�, and tissue cutting �instrumented scissors� �27�. Building
n this experience, our group has developed a series of devices for
easurement of tool-tissue interactions during minimally invasive

urgery: the Blue DRAGON system �28–30� and the force-
eflecting endoscopic grasper �FREG� �31�. Based on data col-
ected with the Blue DRAGON system, the motorized endoscopic
rasper �MEG� was designed to reproduce the maximum grasping
orces and velocities observed during surgical tissue manipulation
nd acquire more extensive and reliable compressive data from
bdominal organs �32–34�.

There is substantial literature on empirical mathematical mod-
ls for the soft tissue response to various mechanical loading con-
itions. Many tissues follow an exponential relationship between
tress and strain �2,17,22,31�. There are many approaches for
odeling the time-dependent response of soft tissues, including

uasilinear viscoelasticity �QLV� �2,35,36�, biphasic models
37–43�, and even triphasic theory �44� involving solid, fluid, and
onic concentration state variables. While there is much potential
o apply high-order, multiaxial, time-dependent models to our col-
ected data, the scope of the reported study is limited to fitting the
ollected force-displacement data to nominal uniaxial stress-strain
nd time-dependent exponential functions.

It is evident from the literature that four essentials are lacking
or modeling tissues in the context of surgery: �1� a base line
nderstanding of how surgeons interact with tissues �i.e., to estab-
ish the relevant scale of stress and strain�, �2� compression test-
ng, �3� in vivo data, and �4� human data. Typical biomechanical
tudies have tested tissues in vitro in tension using excised animal
pecimens �often after freezing and thawing�. In this paper, we
ddress the first three issues to provide a more complete under-
tanding of the in vivo biomechanics of laparoscopic surgery. The
elected stress and strain levels were based on measurements of
orces, torques, and displacements applied by surgeons during

raining procedures in pigs. The focus on compression comes
rom the fact that most tissue manipulation during minimally in-
asive surgery �MIS� involves some form of grasping, and sur-
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geons frequently squeeze or palpate tissues to find diseased areas,
tumors, or lesions. Additional data will be presented to illustrate
the changes between in vivo and in vitro properties. The aims of
this paper are to �1� report compressive properties of several gas-
trointestinal �GI� organs relevant to laparoscopic surgery in vivo
and ex corpus, �2� measure the same properties of these organs
after death and with a traditional testing instrument, and �3� de-
velop phenomenological models of the acquired data.

The experimental animal �pig�, the instruments, organs, and
surgical procedures were selected to be most relevant to the do-
main of general GI surgery. Organs of interest included bladder,
gallbladder, liver, spleen, stomach, large intestine, and small in-
testine.

2 Methods

2.1 Definitions. In this study, in vivo will refer to testing done
inside an intact live specimen, with the organ in its normal posi-
tion. In situ will refer to testing the same organs after the animal
has died, but with the organs still in the body proper. In vitro
refers to testing done outside the body, using tissue samples that
have been excised from the bulk organ. Finally, ex corpus will
refer to intact, nonliving organs removed from the body, and pos-
sibly stored before testing some time postmortem.

2.2 Tools. Two types of tools were used to acquire the biome-
chanical properties of internal organs in vivo, in situ, and ex cor-
pus: �1� a custom-made MEG, used in all conditions, and �2� a
servohydraulic universal-testing material testing system by MTS
Corporation �Eden Prairie, MN�, used for testing tissue ex corpus
only.

2.2.1 Motorized Endoscopic Grasper. The MEG is the second
generation of FREG �31� that was originally designed as a one
degree-of-freedom �DOF�, bilateral teleoperated system, but was
also capable of applying in vivo computer controlled sequences of
compressive force via a flat-coil actuated endoscopic grasper
�slave element�. As such, it was used to test several porcine ab-
dominal tissues in vivo to measure their stress-strain response but
could only apply approximately 8 N compressive force that was
estimated by measuring the current to the flat-coil actuator. Fol-
lowing these research efforts, the MEG was designed to further
examine the compressive properties of porcine abdominal organs
�32,33�. The engineering specifications of the MEG were based on
data collected from previous experiments using the Blue
DRAGON surgical tool tracking system �45�. These data were
examined in order to determine the forces, deformations, and tim-
ing of compressive loads applied on tissues.

The MEG uses a brushed DC motor �RE25, 10 W, Maxon Pre-
cision Motors, Fall River, MA� with a 19:1 planetary gearhead
�GP26, Maxon Precision Motors, Fall River, MA� to drive a Bab-
cock grasper �No. 33510 BL, Karl Storz, Germany�, Fig. 1. The
gearhead output shaft is attached to a capstan that drives a cable
and partial pulley. The pulley is attached to a cam joint that con-
verts the rotational motion of the motor and pulley to a linear
translation of the grasper shaft, which opens and closes the jaws.
A 500 count digital encoder �HEDL55, Hewlett-Packard, Palo
Alto, CA�, attached to the motor, measures angular position. The
mechanism’s overall effective gearing ratio is approximately
190:1, including the planetary gearhead ratio �19:1� and the partial
pulley-capstan gearing ratio �10:1�, increasing the 29 mN m of
continuous torque generated by the motor to 5.51 N m applied by
the partial pulley. A wide variety of standard Karl Storz laparo-
scopic instruments can be attached to the base plate mount, but a
Babcock grasper �Fig. 1�c�� was selected as the primary loading
device due to its special geometry. Range of motion for the Bab-
cock jaws is 54.3 deg, or 184 deg at the capstan. Resolution of

−2
jaw angle is approximately 1.13�10 deg per encoder count
�5.5�10−3 mm at the jaws’ grasping surfaces�. At full opening,
the two grasping surfaces are 26.3 mm apart.
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A double-beam planar force sensor �FR1010, 40 lb, Futek, Irv-
ne, CA� is mounted in the partial pulley, measuring force applied
o the end effector. The signals are amplified with a Futek signal
onditioning unit �Model JM-2�. The resolution of force signals
ollowing a 16 bit analog/digital �A/D� conversion is 0.6 mN. A
oise level of up to 50 mN, including the quantization noise, was
bserved, which represents 0.025% of the sensor’s full scale. The
aximum continuous motor torque of 29 mN m is equivalent to

6.5 N of grasping force by the Babcock grasper’s jaws, after
ransmission through the mechanism, which is greater than the
verage force applied by surgeons during typical surgical tasks
45�. Based on the Babcock grasper’s jaw dimensions, the appli-
ation of 26.5 N is equivalent to a compressive stress of 470 kPa.
he MEG is handheld and weighs 0.7 kg. It is inserted into the
ody through standard 10 mm endoscopic “ports” used for pass-
ng videoendoscopic instruments into the body without losing the
as pressure in the abdomen.

Computer control of the MEG is provided via a personal com-
uter �PC� using a proportional-derivative �PD� position controller
mplemented in SIMULINK �Mathworks, Natick, MA� and DSPACE

Novi, MI� user interface software �ControlDesk� and hardware
DS1102�. Current is supplied to the motor via a voltage-
ontrolled current supply �escap ELD-3503, Portescap, Haup-
auge, NY� controlled by the output from the DSPACE board �D/A
6 bit�. The control loop runs at 1 kHz. The MEG was calibrated
o address the nonlinear relationship between the position of and
he force applied by the distal tool tips with respect to the sensors
ocated on the proximal end of the tool �defined analytically in
ef. �31��, as well as to compensate for mechanism compliance

(a)

(b)

(c)

ig. 1 The MEG: „a… rendered CAD drawing of MEG „protective
op cover not shown…, „b… close-up photograph of the MEG’s
rive mechanism, and „c… close-up photograph of the MEG’s
abcock grasper end effector
nd backlash.

2.2.2 MTS Setup. The testing system by MTS Corporation is a

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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standard servohydraulic universal-testing machine often used in
material testing in the field of biomechanics. The custom-built
frame was used with a Model 252 valve. A maximum closed-loop
velocity of the ram using this valve is 500 mm /s.

The experimental setup used with the MTS machine for tissue
testing is shown in Fig. 2. The top and bottom indenters were
identical 7 mm diameter right circular cylinders providing a con-
tact area of 38.5 mm2, compared to the MEG’s contact area of
56.4 mm2. The top indenter is screwed into the MTS ram �the
moving portion of the machine�. The bottom indenter was fixed to
the tension/compression force sensor �44.5 N tension/compression
unit, Sensotec Model No. 31/1426-04�. The force sensing reso-
lution was 21.7 mN. A noise level of up to 9 mN including the
quantization noise was observed, which represents 0.019% of the
sensor’s full scale. The force sensor rested in a stainless steel base
plate that was affixed to the MTS frame. The top of the base plate
and the top of the bottom indenter were aligned. The organ rested
on the base plate and the bottom indenter. The opening was just
large enough to accommodate the force sensor but not allow the
tissue to droop significantly. Additionally, the base plate had two
grooves, one vertical slot for routing the force sensor’s wire and
the other a horizontal one around the entire base for cinching
down a very thin plastic sheet with a rubber band. This plastic
sheet protected the force sensor from fluids present during testing.
Despite the presence of this sheet and the fact that the effective
top of the force sensor and the rest of the plate were level, it was

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 MTS experimental testing machine setup: „a… schematic
overview of the system and „b… the setup with a liver ex corpus
assumed that the force sensor would measure the majority of the
applied pressure, since the film was very thin and flexible and
there was a relatively large gap surrounding the force sensor in-
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enter �Fig. 2�.
The MTS ram was operated in a position-control mode using

ESTSTAR II software and hardware. Axial position was sensed us-
ng a linear variable displacement transducer �LVDT� mounted on
he hydraulic ram in the frame’s crosshead �Model 244.11�. Ana-
og signal conditioning was performed in hardware before passing
o the PCI-based, 12 bit analog/digital conversion board �PCI-
071-E, National Instruments�. The axial position resolution was
.0074 mm in a preset �15.24 mm range. Data were sampled at
kHz or faster.
One may note that the sensors on the MTS and MEG aimed to
easure the end effector position �and therefore the tissue thick-

ess�, and the forces applied on the tissue are located at different
laces along their respective kinematic chains, starting at the ac-
uator and ending at the end effector. However, given the kinemat-
cs and the dynamics of each chain, the sensors’ readings were

apped from their locations to the devices’ end effectors. Locat-
ng the MEG’s position and force sensors proximal to the end
ffector without altering the end effector itself was motivated by
he desire to use standard surgical instruments in a typical surgical
nvironment. Placing a sensor on the end effector that could sur-
ive the in vivo environment while not significantly altering the
ool’s geometry and/or ability to be used in vivo would be ex-
remely difficult. Moreover, since the endoscopic tool remained
nchanged, it is possible to completely remove it from the MEG,
terilize it, and use it in a survival procedure.

2.3 Experimental Protocol and Loading Conditions.
hree-month-old female pigs �porcine Yorkshire cross� with an
verage weight of 37 ��5� kg were used as the animal models for
he experimental protocol. The same animal model is used for
raining laparoscopic surgeons due to its similar internal abdomi-
al organ anatomy to humans. Seven internal organs �liver, spleen,
ladder, gallbladder, small and large intestines, and stomach�
aken from 14 different pigs were tested in various testing condi-
ions �in vivo, in situ, and ex corpus�. The MEG was used for
esting all seven organs of six animals, whereas the MTS machine
as used on four organs �liver, spleen, small intestine, and stom-

ch� from three animals. The MEG was used in all conditions,
hile the MTS was obviously used for only ex corpus testing.

The remaining animals were tested with some mix of condition
nd organ.� The in vivo and in situ experiments were recorded
isually using the endoscopic camera, synced with force-
eformation data, and recorded on digital video for off-line analy-
is and archival.

In vivo tests were performed on a sedated and anesthetized
nimal as per standard veterinary protocols and typical for a lap-
roscopic training procedure at the University of Washington Cen-
er for Videoendoscopic Surgery, an AALAC-accredited facility.
he abdomen was insufflated with CO2 to a pressure of
1–12 mm Hg, as typical in porcine MIS procedures. Three lap-
roscopic ports �10 mm in diameter� were placed into the abdo-
en, which allowed access to all the organs to be tested as well as

isualization of the tool tip by the endoscopic camera. In situ tests
ere conducted under the same experimental conditions on the

uthanized animal immediately postmortem. Ex corpus testing
as performed at the UW Applied Biomechanics Laboratory. For

he organ harvesting, blood vessels to the organs were cut, and
lood was free to drain and clot. Hollow organs were stapled and
hen cut to ensure that any contents remained intact. The organs
ere kept moist with 0.9% saline solution and stored in an ice

hest with ice packs. The ex corpus testing took place in a
limate-controlled room; the temperature was held at 22.7°C with
humidity of 22% during all the tests. During the ex corpus tests,

he tissues were constantly kept moist with sprays of saline solu-
ion; the organs were never frozen.
Cyclic and step strains were used as the two loading conditions
or testing the various soft tissues. In addition to these two loading
onditions, the tissues were tested to failure, defined by a tissue
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fracture, by both devices ex corpus. The loading characteristics
used as part of the experimental protocol were defined based on a
detailed analysis of the grasping action in laparoscopic surgery, as
measured by the Blue DRAGON system �45�. Moreover, since
laparoscopy, by definition, is performed in vivo, collecting load-
response data under similar conditions is paramount to reflecting
the nature of these biological materials as clinically presented to
the surgeon. Emulating surgical conditions as part of the experi-
mental protocol guaranteed that models that were developed based
on the collected data reflected the appropriate nature of these bio-
materials for future applications, such as haptic virtual reality sur-
gical simulators. This concept profoundly manifested itself in the
experimental protocol design and execution.

One of the major deviations from a more common soft tissue
biomechanical testing protocol was in regard to tissue precondi-
tioning. Due to the viscous nature of soft tissues, their deforma-
tion response changes with each successive loading cycle �2�. A
stable behavior can develop after several loading cycles, at which
point the tissue has been “conditioned,” and its hysteresis loop is
minimized. Conditioning a tissue before testing �referred to as
“preconditioning”� often takes 10–20 cycles, depending on the
tissue and the loading condition �2�. Since tissues are not precon-
ditioned before being manipulated in surgery, first-cycle behavior
is of great interest, as is steady-state behavior and the number of
cycles to reach conditioning. No preconditioning was performed
during this study. A new site �location on the organ� was used for
each test regime to ensure that the natural �unconditioned� state of
the tissue was measured.

Initial tissue thickness was determined by the distance between
the tool tips �or indenters� at the point of the first contact. Each
subsequent cycle used this same value, whether or not the tissue
was actually in contact at this distance. This was done to observe
any depressions left in the tissue after the previous compression.

The first type of load applied was a cyclic position �strain�
wave form, in order to examine the tissues’ elastic stress-strain
response. The constant velocity �triangle-shaped� strain signal was
the cyclic loading profile of choice for the following reasons: �1�
it allows controlled strain rate, �2� it facilitates tool-tip contact
detection based on deviation from nominal velocity, and �3� it has
been used in previous studies. The second type of load applied
was a single position �strain� step, in order to examine the stress-
relaxation properties of the tissues. A viscous material exhibits an
exponential decrease in the measured stress within the material
while the strain is held constant. Analysis of measurements made
with the Blue DRAGON �45� indicated that the maximum grasp
time during various surgical tasks was 66.27 s. The average maxi-
mum grasp time was 13.37�11.42 s, the mean grasp time was
2.29�1.65 s, and 95% of each subject’s grasps were held for less
than 8.86�7.06 s. Based on these results, a short hold time �10 s
or less� could be used for loading the tissues. However, it is useful
for modeling purposes to examine the relaxation over a longer
period of time, in order to better characterize the behavior. For
practical purposes, the step strain was held for 60 s at three dif-
ferent strain levels �in different tests�, targeted between 42% and
60% strain. During the step strain tests, the MEG end effector was
commanded to close as rapidly as mechanically possible. It is
important to note that the entire organ under study remained intact
throughout the experimental protocol. Although the compressive
loads were uniaxially applied on the various organs, the surround-
ing tissues of the organs themselves define the boundary condi-
tions. These boundary conditions are fundamentally different from
the boundary conditions of a sample of tissue removed �excised�
from an organ. With such a sample, either free boundary condi-
tions or confined boundary conditions within a fixed geometry can
be used. Setting such controlled boundary conditions is a common
practice in material testing; however, keeping the organ intact

better reflects the boundary conditions encountered during real
surgery. These testing conditions imply that the results reported in
this study refer to both structural and material properties of tis-
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ues, not just to the material properties. The testing locations on
he organs were limited to the organs’ peripheries for both the

EG and the MTS. These testing locations were selected due to
he fact that the Babcock jaws of the MEG were less than 3 cm
ong; it was impossible to test the interior bulk of the larger organs
ike liver and stomach with the MEG.

2.4 Data Analysis: Phenomenological Models. Two funda-
ental approaches exist for developing models of soft tissue me-

hanical behavior: �1� constitutive, physical law-based models,
uch as strain energy function models, and �2� phenomenological
odels based on curve-fitting experimental data. The former ap-

roach leads to easier extraction of physical meaning of the pa-
ameters but may not have perfect fits with the acquired data. The
atter approach has little or no physical relevance but may achieve
xcellent fits to the acquired data with potentially less computa-
ionally intensive functions. Due to the empirical emphasis of this
tudy, a phenomenological modeling approach was used. In order
o evaluate which of these methods should be selected, a series of
andidate curves were defined and evaluated for their ability to
ccurately and consistently fit a significant portion of the dataset.
he measures of fit that were examined were the mean, median,
nd standard deviation of both regression coefficient �R2� and root
ean squared error �RMSE�.

2.4.1 Elastic Models. Eight functions were chosen to model
he elastic characteristics of the tissue. In these equations, the
ngineering �nominal� stress ��� is defined to be the ratio of com-
ression force �F� applied on the tissue to the contact area �A�, Eq.
1a�. The engineering strain ��� is defined as the difference be-
ween the initial thickness of the tissue �l0� under no load and the
ctual thickness under the compression load �l� normalized with
espect to the initial thickness, Eq. �1b�. Each model assumes zero
ompressive stress ��� at zero strain ���, and a positive stress at
ositive strain. Theoretically, compressive strain must be less than
nity �1�, since a value of 1.0 indicates that the material has been
otally compressed.

� =
F

A
�1a�

� =
l0 − l

l0
�1b�

The first function �Eq. �2�� to be examined is a basic exponen-
ial function, referred to as EXP. Various forms of this equation
ave been used by several researchers �2,15,18,22,31�. � and �
re coefficients determined by curve fitting the experimental data.

� = ��e�� − 1� �2�

he second function �Eq. �3�� is an expansion of EXP, introducing
linear term and increasing the order of strain to �2. This equation
as developed for this study and is referred to as EXP2. Again, �

s a coefficient obtained by curve-fitting the experimental data.

� = ��e��2
− 1� + �� �3�

The third function �Eq. �4�� incorporates the inverse of strain
nd is referred to as INV. This equation introduces a vertical as-
mptote in the stress-strain relation. This asymptote must lie be-
ween �=0 and �=1. There may be some physical relevance to
he value of this strain asymptote: it may reflect the amount of
uid within the tissue that cannot be exuded, or the point at which

he tissue becomes incompressible.

� = �� 1

1 − ��
− 1� �4�
he fourth function �Eq. �5�� is a uniaxial form of a Blatz–Ko
odel and is referred to as BLATZ. This equation was previously
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used to model the kidney and liver under compression loading
�46�.

� =
− �

� + 1
��1 − ��e���1 − ��2−1� −

1

�1 − ��2e��1/1−�−1�� �5�

The final functions �described by Eq. �6�� are polynomials with
increasing order from second �i=2� to fifth �i=5�. They are re-
ferred to as POLY2 through POLY5.

� = �
i=1

n

ci�
i �6�

The derivative of a stress-strain function with respect to strain
defines the material stiffness, or tangent modulus. A linearly elas-
tic material’s stiffness would be a constant, or Young’s modulus.
The derivative of an exponential stress-strain relationship is a
function of its strain �e.g., the derivative of Eq. �3� with respect to
strain results in Eq. �7��. The “overall stiffness indicators” defined
for EXP2 are �� and ��+�, which serve as useful scalars for
roughly approximating overall stiffness of a material and allowing
quick comparisons between materials.

d�

d�
= 2���e��2

�� + � �7�

2.4.2 Stress-Relaxation Model. Three functions were selected
to model the stress-relaxation data. The first function �Eq. �8�� is a
logarithmic function with two time constants �2,15� that is re-
ferred to as RLOG:

��t� = − A ln�t� + B �8�
where

A =
c

1 + c ln�	2� − c ln�	1�

B = A�1

c
− � + ln�	2��

and � is the Euler constant ��=0.5772�. Curve-fitting experimen-
tal data results in 	1 and 	2 �time constants� and c.

The second stress-relaxation function �Eq. �9�� is a decaying
exponential function with a single time constant �2,20,47,48� that
is referred to as REXP1:

��t� = 1 − a + ae−t/	 �9�

with a being a curve-fit coefficient.
The third equation �Eq. �10�� is a decaying exponential raised to

a power, with a single time constant. This function is referred to as
REXP2.

��t� = exp��− t

	
��� �10�

3 Results

3.1 Elastic Testing. Example compression stress-strain ex-
perimental data plots of various internal organs are depicted in
Fig. 3, and the associated elastic phenomenological model �EXP,
EXP2, and INV� curve fits are plotted in Fig. 4. Example organ
response data, as well as the phenomenological models and their
fit are plotted for the liver in Fig. 5. The averages of the individual
EXP2 model parameters across all conditions based on the MEG
and MTS measurements in vivo and ex corpus are summarized in
Table 2.

As indicated in Fig. 3, there is a major change in the stress-
strain curve between the first and fifth loading cycles. Moreover,

Fig. 3 depicts the spectrum of stress-strain characteristics bounded
by the two extreme experimental conditions: �1� first-cycle com-
pression in vivo—a typical loading condition during surgery �Fig.
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�a��, and �2� near-preconditioned fifth compression cycle ex
orpus—a loading condition more typical to biomechanical char-
cterization analysis of soft tissue �Fig. 3�b��.

In general, it appeared that a tissue’s stiffness increased with
ubsequent loading cycles for the first seven to ten loading cycles,

Fig. 3 Example stress-strain curves for all or
5.4 mm/s loading velocity „first and fifth cycle
legends: BL�bladder, GB�gallbladder, LI�la
�spleen, and ST�stomach. The loading cycle
t which point the stress-strain behavior reached a steady-state
hase, indicating the point at which the tissue likely became con-
itioned. Note the marked difference in shape of the stress-strain

21020-6 / Vol. 130, APRIL 2008
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curve between first and fifth loading cycles in spleen �Figs. 3 and
4�. This behavior was visually noted during spleen testing by the
fact that the MEG jaws tended to leave a deep impression in the
organ after the first loading cycle; the tissue did not recover to its
initial thickness after the first loading cycle. The spleen also ap-

s under study, as measured with the MEG at
hown…: „a… in vivo and „b… ex corpus. Organs’

intestine, LV�liver, SI�small intestine, SP
mber „1 or 5… is defined in the brackets.
gan
peared to have a nearly constant stiffness on first compression but
became more exponential on subsequent cycles. The hollow or-
gans, particularly small intestine, tended to have two distinct parts

Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Stress-strain curves for all organs with average curve-fit parameters across all
conditions: „a… in vivo data measured by the MEG, „b… ex corpus data measured by the

MEG and „c… ex corpus data measured by the MTS. Organ legend: BL�bladder, GB
�gallbladder, LI�large intestine, LV�liver, SI�small intestine, SP�spleen, and ST
�stomach. See text for the definitions of the functions EXP, EXP2, and INV.
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(c)

Fig. 5 Measured data and phenomenological models of liver tissue un-
der compression loading. The same in vivo data measured by the MEG

were fitted with various models. The measures of fit for these models are
„a… EXP2, R2=0.9989, RMSE=1.5048Ã103; „b… EXP, R2=0.9984, RMSE
=1.5166Ã103; „c… INV, R2=0.9931, RMSE=3.0291Ã103.
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o their stress-strain curves, separated by an abrupt change in stiff-
ess. The first part represents moving of the walls and compres-
ion of the contents �solid, air, or liquid�. The second part occurs
hen the two walls of the organ contact each other. This portion

an then be considered the actual deformation behavior of the
issue and should appear similar to the responses obtained by the
ther �solid� organs. One could argue that the entire curve repre-
ents the clinically relevant behavior of the organ.

Large intestine response to loading was different than the small
ntestine, which could be attributed to its thicker walls and gener-
lly larger shape �Fig. 3�a��. However, because it contained stool,
t drastically tended to show different biomechanical behaviors
etween the first and subsequent squeezes as the contents were
ompressed and moved about. Small intestine tended not to have
s much volume of contents as did the large intestine.

Two other hollow organs that show different behaviors from the
ther organs, bladder and gallbladder, were fluid filled. Therefore,
heir initial response was simply from the stretching of the mem-
ranous walls—more likely tensile testing than compression.
hen the walls finally came together, because they were so thin,

he jaws were essentially touching and the sudden change in stiff-
ess to nearly rigid was observed �Fig. 3�a��.

Ex corpus trends were generally similar to those seen in vivo
Fig. 3�b��. For example, small intestine still had the two-part
hape, and the first-load cycle of spleen tended to be different
rom subsequent cycles. Ranges of stress and strain appeared to be
imilar as well. One key difference was the amount of internal
ompression variability. Aside from the difference between first
nd second loading cycles, the stress-strain behavior reached a
onsistent response more quickly. This may indicate a more rapid
nset of tissue conditioning, or it could be less influence from in
ivo factors such as ventilator motion and tissue reperfusion.

3.2 Stress-Relaxation Testing. Experimental data of normal-
zed stress relaxation under compression loading are depicted in
ig. 6�a� for the liver. The stress was normalized with respect to

he maximal value of the stress that was applied during the load-
ng phase. The associated phenomenological models �REXP1,
EXP2, and RLOG� and curve-fit functions are plotted in Figs.
�b� and 7. The averages of the individual REXP2 �the overall
est fitting model� parameters across all conditions based on MEG
nd MTS measurements in vivo and ex corpus are summarized in
able 3.
Example stress-relaxation data acquired from liver in vivo and

x corpus for various step strain levels are depicted in Fig. 6. The
aximum value of the total decrease in stress �for this sample�
as about 4–6% over the 60 s test in vivo, while the in situ and

able 2 Mean values of the EXP2 model parameters „�, �, �…
TS, across all animals, loading velocities, and cycle number

evice MEG

ondition In vivo

arameters
rgan � �Pa� � � �Pa� � �Pa�

ladder 0.0041 27.98 15,439.2 N/A
all bladder 2304.5 15.75 9622.2 N/A
arge

ntestine
3849.7 16.14 16,544.1 N/A

iver 7377.1 20.63 3289.4 7972.1
mall

ntestine
3857.3 16.60 11,273.8 6166.5

pleen 3364.4 12.94 19,853.1 3798.8
tomach 4934.9 21.51 11,105.9 8107.0
x corpus maximum total decreases were 6% and 14%. The data
ndicate three general trends: �1� greater percent decreases in
tress in the in situ and postmortem conditions compared to the in
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vivo condition, �2� greater decrease in normalized stress with less
applied strain, and �3� greater decrease in normalized stress with
increasing time postmortem �in situ versus ex corpus�.

3.3 Failure: Liver. One benefit of testing tissues postmortem
is the ability to test them to failure. Failure for liver tissue was
examined for MEG and MTS tests �Fig. 8�. Tissue failure is indi-
cated in Fig. 8 by an abrupt decrease in stress. Liver failed at
35–60% strain with the MEG and 30–43% strain with the MTS at
stresses of 160–280 kPa and 220–420 kPa, respectively. These
results favorably compare with previously collected data reporting
ultimate strain for liver at 43.8% �4.0% �range: 39.0–49.1%� and
an ultimate stress of 162.5�27.5 kPa �range: 127.1–192.7 kPa�,
when loaded at 5 mm /s �17�. It is important to mention the dif-
ference in the boundary conditions between the two studies: in the
study by Tamura et al. �17�, rectangular samples were used rather
than intact organs, as in this study. Some differences are therefore
to be expected, but the orders of magnitude are similar, suggesting
good agreement for both MEG and MTS results.

It was observed that failure mode was different for the MEG
and MTS devices. The MEG, with its rounded and smooth jaw
edges, tended to crush the internal structure of the liver, the pa-
renchyma, a condition known as liver fracture. No damage to the
outer capsule was visible, other than a depression. The indenter on
the MTS machine, however, tended to tear the capsule before
fracturing. This was likely due to the indenter’s sharp edges and
the sloping of the organ surface �Fig. 2�.

3.4 Phenomenological Model Fit. Ranking the phenomeno-
logical models based on measures of fit �mean, median, and stan-
dard deviation of both R2 and RMSE� separately and summing the
ranks identified the best fitting model for each organ, as summa-
rized in Table 1. The phenomenological model parameters were
identified for each set of acquired data �per organ, testing condi-
tion, cycle number, etc.�. One may note that the hollow organs
appeared to be fit best by REXP2, while the solid organs were
fitted best by RLOG.

3.5 Statistical Analysis of Phenomenological Model
Parameters. One analysis of variance �ANOVA� was performed
for each factor-measure combination, with a probability value of
95% ��=0.05�. In Figs. 9 and 10, each measure is plotted against
the levels for each factor �such as organ or compression cycle�.
The diamonds represent the mean for a given level �e.g., liver is a
level of the factor organ�, and the horizontal bars indicate the
standard deviation. The black dots are the individual data points.
The right-hand side of the plots depict the results from posthoc

each organ, in vivo and ex corpus, as tested by the MEG and

MEG MTS

Ex corpus Ex corpus

� � �Pa� � �Pa� � � �Pa�

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

20.29 781.0 8449.8 26.26 1679.4
12.81 7967.5 1745.9 13.60 2,580.9

11.31 14,440.4 2764.9 11.85 13,103.8
16.91 6483.8 2247.6 21.22 6803.3
for
Tukey–Kramer honestly significant difference �HSD� analysis, as
performed in the statistical software JMP �Cary, NC�. This statisti-
cal test finds which pairs of levels have significantly different
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Fig. 6 Normalized stress-relaxation curves as a function of time for one liver tested with the MEG: „a… three
different testing conditions „IV=in vivo, IS=in situ, and EC=ex corpus… and strain levels „indicated in the
legends as a two-digit numeral „% strain…; „b… measured data and phenomenological models of two strain

levels. Their measures of fit: 46% strain „REXP1 „R2=0.8948, RMSE=0.0042…, REXP2 „R2=0.9261, RMSE
=0.0030…, RLOG „R2=0.9084, RMSE=0.0034……, and strain 50% „REXP1 „R2=0.9387, RMSE=0.0026…, REXP2 „R2

=0.9526, RMSE=0.0021…, RLOG „R2=.9140, RMSE=0.0028……
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eans, which is graphically represented by the circles: the center
f each circle lies at the mean with the radius of the circle encom-
assing the region of confidence. If two circles overlap, then their

Fig. 7 Average normalized stress-relaxation curves for in
RLOG models: „a… in vivo and „b… ex corpus. Organ legend
SI�small intestine, SP�spleen, and ST�stomach. See text
eans may not be significantly different and vice versa. The
ircles simply serve as a means for rapidly visually identifying
ignificantly different groups.
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Using the general stiffness indicator scalar ��+� derived from
Eq. �7� as a single indicator of the phenomenological model, a
significant difference �p
0.0001� was found between the organs,

al organs, based on mean values of REXP1, REXP2, and
L�bladder, GB�gallbladder, LI� large intestine, LV�liver,

the definitions of the functions REXP1, REXP2, and RLOG.
indicating a significant difference in “stiffness” between most of
the organs. Only 4 of the possible 21 organ pairs were not found
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o be significantly different: spleen and small intestine, spleen and
arge intestine, small intestine and large intestine, and bladder and
allbladder �Fig. 9�.

It is interesting to note that small and large intestines were not
ignificantly different from each other using the overall stiffness
easure ���+��. Only when solely looking at the � term does

ne find a significant difference. This would indicate that the over-
ll behavior of the intestines is similar, especially at higher strains,
ut their behavior is significantly different at low strains.

There was a significant difference �p
0.0001� found between
oading cycle with respect to stiffness indicator scalar ��+� �Fig.
0�. The stiffness indicator scalar for the first loading cycle was
ignificantly greater than the seventh loading cycle and cycles
–20. Moreover, the stiffness indicator scalar of the 2nd loading
ycle was greater than that from the 13th, 16th, 17th, and 19th
oading cycles. These results indicate that the stiffness indicator
calar in the first six loading cycles is generally larger than the
atter loading cycles. A stable condition appears to be reached
fter seven to nine loading cycles.

Statistical analysis of the models’ parameters indicated several
ignificant differences as the function of the testing conditions �in
ivo, in situ, and ex corpus�. Tissue thickness at the beginning of
ach cycle �L0� decreased significantly postmortem, which could
e a result of lack of perfusion or from a breakdown in the tissue’s
tructure. Tissues also tended to show greater inter-squeeze vari-
bility in vivo compared to postmortem. This could have been due
imply to noise or motion artifacts during the in vivo testing. The
lastic EXP2 parameters alpha and gamma both decreased signifi-
antly with time postmortem, and the overall stiffness of the tis-
ues appeared to be less stiff than in the in vivo condition �see Fig.
�. The relaxation tests yielded few statistically significant results,
ut general trends were observed, most notably that the amount of
elaxation in the tissues appeared to be greater postmortem than in
ivo.

There were significant differences in the results from MEG and
TS machines, which could indicate inaccuracy in one or both

esting devices, but the more likely cause is the slightly different
oading conditions applied in the two setups.

Conclusions and Discussion
Structural biomechanical properties �stress-strain and stress re-

axation� of seven abdominal organs �bladder, gallbladder, large
nd small intestines, liver, spleen, and stomach� have been ob-
ained using a porcine animal model. The organs were tested in
ivo, in situ, and ex corpus under compressive loadings using a
ovel device, the MEG, and a standard universal material testing
ystem �MTS�. The tissues were tested with the same loading
onditions commonly applied by surgeons during minimally inva-

able 3 Mean values of the REXP2 model parameters „�, �… for
ach organ, in vivo and ex corpus, as tested by the MEG and
TS across all animals, loading velocities, and cycle number

evice MEG MEG MTS

ondition In vivo Ex corpus Ex corpus

arameter
rgan 	 �s� � 	 �s� � 	 �s� �

arge intestine 4.72E+04 0.479 N/A N/A N/A N/A
iver 4.95E+06 0.307 3.71E+04 0.381 1.40E+00 0.233
mall intestine 7.87E+05 0.412 1.13E+05 0.380 N/A N/A
pleen 6.70E+07 0.167 1.10E+07 0.208 8.84E−01 0.188
tomach 1.03E+04 0.425 1.73E+04 0.331 4.59E−01 0.189
ive surgical procedures. Phenomenological models were devel-
ped for the various organs, testing conditions, and experimental
evices. The results indicate significant quantitative differences
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between tissue properties measured in vivo and postmortem con-
ditions that will be of value for developing performance criteria
for the next generation of surgical robots and simulators.

One of the most difficult aspects of any testing of biological
materials is the large degree of variability �difference between
animals, heterogeneity of the organs, strain history dependence,
strain rate dependence, etc.�. This particular study compounded
this problem by testing bulk organs in vivo and without precon-
ditioning. Testing tissues in vitro, using specimens of known
shape under very controlled loading and boundary conditions, can
usually lead to results with lower variability, particularly if the
tissues are preconditioned. Testing in vivo also introduces poten-
tial sources of noise, such as movement artifacts from beating
heart and respiration, varying rates of tissue reperfusion, etc. Un-
fortunately, this variability may mask effects from other factors.
Some of this might have been quantified by repeated testing of the
same site, but the fact that the tissues exhibit strain history depen-
dence makes this impractical: the sites would have to be allowed
to fully recover to their natural state before subsequent testing,
requiring the animal to be anesthetized for extended amounts of
time. While this variability makes finding statistical significance
in the data difficult, for the scope of surgical simulation, it is
worthwhile to determine ranges of tissue properties.

With this information, simulators can realistically change the
organs’ virtual mechanical behavior so that the virtual liver oper-
ated on in one session would be different from the next. Providing
realistic force magnitudes identical to those felt by surgeons when
grasping organs during actual surgery is the first step toward more
realistic and scientifically based surgical simulators incorporating
haptic feedback. In addition, surgical instruments and surgical ro-
bot manufacturers can use this information for optimizing their
products to provide sufficient grasping traction while minimizing
trauma. This could decrease costs and improve patient outcome.

The goodness of fit measures of the phenomenological models
to the experimental data is based on residual error. In the case of
the elastic tests, the residual error is typically highest at large
strains, where small changes in strain cause rapid increases in
stress. Therefore, the best fitting curves are often the ones that fit
best in the large strain region �the steepest part of the curve� but
may or may not fit as well at lower strains. The study of the
stress-strain database shows that nearly any set of data can be
fitted well by a sufficiently high-order equation. However, this
becomes unwieldy and physically irrelevant. Due to the large
number of parameters in POLY4 and POLY5 and the fact that the
functions are not monotonically increasing, these models are not
the model of choice for internal organ soft tissues, despite their
good measures of fit. Moreover, the functions POLY2 and POLY3
and BLATZ lacked sufficient goodness of fit. The INV and EXP2
models provided better results than EXP, which is a curve com-
monly used in soft tissue studies. The EXP model may be better
suited for tensile experiments, where there is no vertical asymp-
tote before failure. Due to the nature of compression, strain varies
from 0 to 1 and can never reach unity �1�. For bulk materials that
have not failed, there will always be a strain asymptote between 0
and 1. INV explicitly provides this number by its � term: the
asymptote occurs at �=1 /�. This may shed some physical insight
into the nature of the tissues. Perhaps, this value of � represents
the thickness of the fluid within the tissue that cannot be exuded,
thus leading to an incompressible state. While EXP2 does not
provide this physical information and has three parameters instead
of two, it overwhelmingly is the best fitting of all the exponential-
type functions and the best fitting of all functions under study.

Fitting models to stress-relaxation tests is highly dependent on
the duration of the test. Extrapolation beyond the testing period
may lead to inaccurate results. Only the REXP1 model, of the
three models examined, has a stress asymptote �of value 1−a�,

which is usually what is observed in tissue. Soft tissues are gen-
erally considered viscoelastic, which means that there is some
elastic component and a viscous component. After infinite time in
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ompression, little stress is developed in the viscous component,
nd only the elastic component will remain, which is a finite,
onzero value. Models such as REXP2 and RLOG lack the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Ex corpus stress-strain characteristic
ure: „a… MEG, „b… MTS
symptotic behavior as contained in REXP1. Therefore, extrapo-
ating data based on these two models may predict nonphysical
ehavior in which the stress continually decreases as a function of
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time, even beyond a value of zero—a physical impossibility. De-
spite this, REXP2 was overwhelmingly the best fit model to these
data, for the given test conditions.

f the liver under compression loading to fail-
Analyzing the models’ parameters of all the tissues under study
that were tested with the MEG across the various conditions �in
vivo, in situ, and ex corpus� indicated the following characteris-
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tics. Given the elastic model EXP2 �Eqs. �3� and �7��, the param-
eter � significantly decreased �p
0.0068� as a function of the
time postmortem. The parameter � represents the more linear por-
tion of the stress-strain curve, which dominates the stresses gen-
erated at low strains. Therefore, the results indicate that lower
stresses were developed for small strains postmortem as opposed
to in vivo. The stiffness indicators �� and ��+� were signifi-
cantly increasing �p
0.0001� as a function of the time postmor-
tem. The results of the stress-relaxation tests indicated that the
tissue recovery between successive periodic step strains was
greater for longer rest periods and for in vivo. These phenomena
can be explained in part by the higher perfusion of pressurized
fluids within the tissues in vivo, the lack of which may contribute
to the greater relaxation of the tissue postmortem than in vivo.

Despite the variability in the data, this study is a first step
toward characterizing the highly complex behavior of abdominal
soft tissues in their in vivo state. The MEG is a useful and effec-
tive device capable of measuring compressive structural proper-
ties of abdominal tissues under in vivo and surgically realistic
conditions.

A full experimental characterization of a nonlinear, fluid-
perfused, nonisotropic material such as the major internal organs
in vivo is a complex endeavor. Proper modeling of bulk materials
requires knowledge from triaxial testing that can only come from
tissue biomechanical studies that are not similar to surgical con-
ditions. The aim of this experimental protocol is to characterize

�+� of the EXP2 phenomenological
ured elastic data. The right-hand side
oc Tukey–Kramer HSD analysis. The
of confidence „95%….

�+� of the EXP2 phenomenological
able 1 The best fit of phenomenological models to the in vivo
xperimental data acquired from various internal organs by the
EG under the two compression loading conditions „elastic
tress-strain and stress relaxation… across all conditions. Mod-
ls in parentheses are based on data acquired by the MTS sys-
em „ex corpus only….

rgan Data type Model

ladder Elastic EXP2
allbladder Elastic INV

arge intestine Elastic EXP2
Relaxation REXP2

iver Elastic EXP2
Relaxation RLOG

�REXP2�

mall intestine Elastic EXP2
Relaxation REXP2

pleen Elastic EXP2
Relaxation RLOG

�REXP2�

tomach Elastic EXP2
Fig. 9 The stiffness indicator scalar �
of the plot depicts the results from posth
radius of the circle represents the region

Fig. 10 The stiffness indicator scalar �

cycle for measured elastic data. The
ults from posthoc Tukey–Kramer HSD
nts the region of confidence „95%….
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Fig. 11 The liver response to compression loads of 40% strain. „a… A cross section of a liver generated as an assembly of
multiple tissue slices using standard pathological techniques following an application of compression strain by a Babcock
grasper attached to the MEG. Vascular tissue damage is indicated by dark red areas across the tissue slices. The horizontal

arrow indicates the approximate span of the grasper jaws. „b… Von Mises stress distribution and the displaced cross section
of liver as predicted by a linear FEM. The geometrical dimensions are expressed in meters and stresses are expressed in
Pascals.
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Downloa
he tissues’ response to typical loading conditions in minimally
nvasive surgery. In that respect, the results reported in this study
epresent only one axis �dimension� of the tissue’s triaxial re-
ponse. However, it should be emphasized that given the inherent
ependencies between the three dimensions, the two unloaded di-
ensions are reflected in the dimension under study here. In ad-

ition, the dimension under study is the very same dimension that
he surgeon is exposed to as he or she palpates the tissue with
tandard surgical tools. Moreover, one may note that one under-
ying assumption of the elastic model was that the compression
tresses are zero at zero strain. This initial condition limits the
eported elastic model to incorporate the soft tissues’ residual
tresses due to hydration and natural internal boundary conditions,
hich in turn limits the model to accurately predict the tissues’

tress response to small strains. This limitation is diminished for
arge strains, which are what surgeons typically apply during tis-
ue manipulation.

Three major aspects of tissue’s acute response to injury include
ellular changes, inflammation, and the consequences of vascular
amage. As part of a pilot study, the MEG was used to apply
ompressive loads to porcine liver tissue that was exposed to 30 s
f compression load of an average nominal stress of 197 kPa,
hich corresponded to an overall strain of 40%. Figure 11�a�
epicts a cross section of stressed liver generated as an assembly
f multiple individual images from a tissue section produced by
tandard slicing and H&E staining techniques used in pathology.
ne may note substantial indications of tissue damage due to high

tress concentrations at the edges of the grasper’s tips. Figure
1�b� depicts the Von Mises stress distribution predicted by a lin-
ar finite element model �FEM FEMLAB� of the liver with plane
train assumptions. The model has the same geometrical dimen-
ions as the liver specimen under study and was loaded with a
ompression strain of 40% with the following tissue properties:
ensity �=1.04 kg /L, Young’s modulus E=150 kPa, and Pois-
on’s ratio �=0.45. The boundary conditions along the outer
dges of the liver FEM were fixed, and vertical displacements
orresponding to 40% strain were applied to the nodes under the
urfaces of the grasper. One may note that the tissue damage
enerated at the edge of the grasper due to high stress concentra-
ions is predicted by the finite element model. Future studies will
urther study tissue damage mechanisms of internal organs as a
esult of loading regimes generated during minimally invasive
urgery as well as nonlinear modeling of the corresponding or-
ans. The database reported in this study will be useful to create
ccurate tissue models.
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